
 

Completed:Lalaev 
Maksim, Sokolov Mikhail.

Career test - Nikolay Viktorovich 
Baskov



1.What is the most popular song by Nikolai Baskov?

a)Golden Bowl

b)Cherry Love

c)Barrel organ



1.What is the most popular song by Nikolai Baskov?

a)Golden Bowl

b)Cherry Love

c)Barrel organ -true answer



2.What age are Nikolay Baskov? 

a)45

b)52

c)49

d)19



2.What age are Nikolay Baskov? 

a)45 -true answer 
b)52

c)49

d)19



3.Who is older than Nikolai Baskov?

a)Alla Pugacheva

b)Maxim Lalaev and Misha Sokolov in total

c)Max Barskih



3.Who is older than Nikolai Baskov?

a)Alla Pugacheva -true answer 
b)Maxim Lalaev and Misha Sokolov in total

c)Max Barskih



4.Who are more famous than Nikolai Baskov?
a)Morgenstern 

b)Mikhail Circle 

c)Andrei Malakhov



4.Who are more famous than Nikolai Baskov?

a)Morgenstern -true answer

b)Mikhail Circle 

c)Andrei Malakhov



5.Who older than Nikolai Baskov 

a)Stas Mikhailov 

b)Grigory Leps 

c)Aleksandr Reva



5.Who older than Nikolai Baskov

a)Stas Mikhailov 

b)Grigory Leps -true answer
c)Aleksandr Reva



6.What do you think, who are cleverer than Nikolai Baskov?

a)Albert Einstein 

b)Vladimir Ius 

c)Nikola Tesla



6.What do you think, who are cleverer than Nikolai Baskov?

a)Albert Einstein 

b)Vladimir Ius -true answer

c)Nikola Tesla



7.Who are the most popular from friends of Nikolai Baskov?

a)Arthur Pirozhkov 

b)Alla Pugacheva 

c)Danya Milokhin



7.Who are the most popular from friends of Nikolai Baskov?

a)Arthur Pirozhkov 

b)Alla Pugacheva 

c)Danya Milokhin -true answer



8.What height of Nikolai Baskov?

a)178 

b)183 

c)169



8.What height of Nikolai Baskov?

a)178 -true answer

b)183 

c)169



9.Who the best friend of Nikolai Baskov?

a)Philipp Kirkorov 

b)Alla Pugacheva 

c)Maksim Galkin



9.Who the best friend of Nikolai Baskov?

a)Philipp Kirkorov -true answer 
b)Alla Pugacheva 

c)Maksim Galkin



10.In which year he started he's career?

a)1991 

b)1982 

c)1989



10.In which year he started he's career?

a)1991 

b)1982 

c)1989 -true answer



11.Who is more beautiful than Nikolay Baskov?

a)Nobody

b)Kim Kardashian 

c)Michael Jackson 



11.Who is more beautiful than Nikolay Baskov?

a)Nobody -true answer 

b)Kim Kardashian 

c)Michael Jackson



12.With who has Nikolai Baskov released one of the most popular 
clips in his career?

a)Danya Milokhin

b)50 Cent

c)Ice Cube



12.With who has Nikolai Baskov released one of the most popular 
clips in his career?

a)Danya Milokhin -true answer

b)50 Cent

c)Ice Cube



13.Who is higher than Nikolai Baskov?

a)Vladimir Putin 

b)Matvey Nikolaev 

c)Snoop Dogg



13.Who is higher than Nikolai Baskov?

a)Vladimir Putin 

b)Matvey Nikolaev 

c)Snoop Dogg -true answer



14.How many spectators did Nikolai Baskov's most popular concert 
gather?

a)>100.000 viewer

b)<100.000 viewer

c)>1.000.000 viewer



14.How many spectators did Nikolai Baskov's most popular concert 
gather?

a)>100.000 viewer -true answer

b)<100.000 viewer

c)>1.000.000 viewer



15.How much does Nikolai Baskov earn, per month?

a)one hundred thousand rubles

b)one million rubles

с)thirty-four million rubles



15.How much does Nikolai Baskov earn, per month?

a)one hundred thousand rubles

b)one million rubles

с)thirty-four million rubles -true answer



16.How many children does Nikolai Baskov have?

a)one children

b)three children

c)ten children 



16.How many children does Nikolai Baskov have?

a)one children -true answer 

b)three children

c)ten children 



17.Who has a stronger voice than Nikolai Baskov?

a)Dmitri Hvorostovski

b)Olga Buzova

c)Dima Bilan



17.Who has a stronger voice than Nikolai Baskov?

a)Dmitri Hvorostovski -true answer

b)Olga Buzova

c)Dima Bilan



18.In which popular American city did Nikolay Baskov 
perform?
a)Los-Angeles 

b)New-York

с)Washington



18.In which popular American city did Nikolay Baskov 
perform?
a)Los-Angeles 

b)New-York

с)Washington -true answer 



19.What is the most popular advertisement featuring Nikolai Baskov?

a)”Golden T hicket” Tea

b)Shampoo “Old Spice”

c)”Sberbank” credit card



19.What is the most popular advertisement featuring Nikolai Baskov?

a)”Golden “Thicket” Tea -true answer 

b)Shampoo “Old Spice”

c)”Sberbank” credit card



20.What is the most expensive concert by Nikolai Baskov in his 
career?

a)Concert in the Kremlin

b)Concert in Volgograd

с)Concert in Moscow 



20.What is the most expensive concert by Nikolai Baskov in his 
career?

a)Concert in the Kremlin - true answer 

b)Concert in Volgograd

с)Concert in Moscow 




